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Welcome to the 117th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement.

This is the day to recognize our graduating students’ academic effort and remarkable personal commitment. As you look around, you can appreciate our need for the size of the UWM Panther Arena.

As we celebrate our graduates, we can also look to these outstanding individuals with a great sense of anticipation. For some, the work and impact of a university is viewed as complete when students finish their studies. This is not the case at UWM. Our students, alumni, faculty and staff are engaged in lifelong research, critical thinking and collaboration with businesses, industries, non-profit organizations, and other educational institutions both in the region and across the globe. These partnerships drive innovation and create jobs for our students after they graduate. You’ve set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation, innovation and entrepreneurship. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and exceptional value to both the recipient and the wider community.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. When combined with those who graduated in May, the Class of 2017 is an impressive 5,000+ students.

To all of our guests here to witness today’s event, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner, or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my best wishes in all of your endeavors. Please keep us apprised of your many successes.

Best regards and congratulations,

Mark A. Mone
Chancellor
The Story of the UWM Seal

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A Quick History of UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885 Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892 University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909 With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920 The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927 Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928 UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951 Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956 WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961 The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963 UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964 UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965 UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970 Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988 UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995 Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000 UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001 Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002 Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005 Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006 $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008 Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010 The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.
2016 UWM is named a top-tier Research 1 (R1) doctoral university by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education. This honor includes UWM as one of 115 top-tier research universities among the nation’s 4600+ institutions, and only one of two in Wisconsin.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ’30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and in 1951 became Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 14 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
**CHANCELLOR’S MEDALLION**

The medallion for Chancellor Mark Mone was designed and fabricated by Frankie Flood, Associate Professor of Art and Design, after talking with Chancellor Mone about his vision for UWM’s future. With water from Lake Michigan in its center chamber—and spheres representing how student knowledge grows at UW-Milwaukee—the Chancellor’s Medallion is full of symbolism specific to UWM.

**THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA**

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

**Styles and colors** had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

**The academic hood** is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- BLUE VIOLET—Architecture
- WHITE—Art
- BROWN—Art/Dance/Drama
- BEIGE—Business Administration
- LIGHT BLUE—Education
- ORANGE—Engineering/Computer Science
- PEACOCK—Human Resources & Labor Relations
- LEMON—Library & Information Science
- PINK—Music
- APRICOT—Nursing
- GOLD—Science
- CITRON—Social Work/Criminal Justice

**Honors:** The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.
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RICARDO DIAZ
Executive Director
United Community Center, Milwaukee WI

RICARDO DIAZ. Currently Executive Director for the United Community Center, a comprehensive social service agency serving Milwaukee area Latinos, Ricardo has more than 30 years of non-profit management experience. Throughout his career he has demonstrated his commitment to education as well as neighborhood and economic development, providing leadership and technical assistance to Milwaukee area agencies. Mr. Diaz previously served as Milwaukee Commissioner of City Development and the Executive Director of the Milwaukee Housing Authority.

Mr. Diaz previously served as Executive Director at the United Community Center until 1988. He remained on the UCC Board of Directors even after moving on to new roles. Having been the Executive Director previously, Mr. Diaz was excited to “return home” in 2003. He has become known as a leading quality education advocate in Milwaukee. Mr. Diaz shares with many his firm belief that education is the path out of poverty and critical to the growth of our city. He is a board member for Bradley Center Sports and Entertainment Corporation, Milwaukee Charter School Advocates, the Alverno College Board of Trustees, the Medical College of Wisconsin Board of Trustees, and the Green Bay Packers.

Under his leadership the United Community Center has undergone a number of expansions in the last 10 years including a Latino Geriatric Center to serve elderly with Alzheimer’s disease, a new elderly housing complex and senior center in conjunction with the Housing Authority of Milwaukee, and also several additions and renovations of the Bruce Guadalupe Community School including elementary science labs, an early childhood center, and new classrooms in the Middle School. Bruce-Guadalupe Community School is now one of the largest elementary schools in the state, and UCC recently announced a new campaign to help support the construction of a new middle school to open in the Fall of 2018, to house the UCC Acosta Middle School which is in its 2nd year of operation.

The United Community Center is now the 17th largest Hispanic Non-profit in the country.

Mr. Diaz lives in the City of Milwaukee with his wife and has one adult daughter who works in Chicago.
AFRICOLOGY

Maxime Sarah Mianzokouna
“The Developmental State Economic Model versus Neo-Liberal Principles: The Case of Rwanda and Burundi”
Major Professor: Abera Gelan

Majeed A Rahman
“The Effects of Segregation on the Black and White Unemployment Gaps”
Major Professors: Harwood McClerking and Lingqian Hu

ANTHROPOLOGY

Richard Wynn Edwards, IV
“Risky Landscapes: An Assessment of Oneota Agricultural Risk Management Strategies in the Koshkonong Locality”
Major Professor: Robert Jeske

Emily Jane Epstein
“Nobi Ni-Tse’te’ede (House on the Cold One): Hunter-gatherer Household Archaeology and Climate Change, Harney County, Oregon”
Major Professor: Jean L Hudson

Shannon Kate Freire
“A Public Humanity: The Application of Isotopic Analysis to the Intersection Between Body and Law at The Milwaukee County Poor Farm Cemetery”
Major Professor: Patricia Richards

ARCHITECTURE

Payman Sadeghi
“High-Performance Building Envelope: An Energy Evaluation of Double-Skin Facades Linked into the Earth”
Major Professor: D. Michael Utzinger

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Kristin J Ciezki
“New Insights into the Role of Antimicrobials of Xenorhabdus in Interspecies Competition”
Major Professor: Steven Forst

Vibhuti Hemantkumar Jansari
“The Role of PilJ and its Structural Domains in the Localization and Function of the Chp Chemosensory System in Pseudomonas aeruginosa”
Major Professor: Sonia Bardy

Daniel Patrick Neelon
“Sources of Variation in Female Mating Preferences and Male Traits”
Major Professor: Gerlinde Hoebel

Aishwarya Mahesh Shevade
“Mitochondrial Regulation of Yeast AMPK During Energy Stress”
Major Professor: Sergei Kuchin

Keir Michael Wefferling
“Disentangling the Subalpine Marshmarigold Polyploid Complex (Caltha leptosepala s.l., Ranunculaceae)”
Major Professor: Charles Wimpee
BIOMEDICAL AND HEALTH INFORMATICS

*Omid Ghiasvand
“Unsupervised Biomedical Named Entity Recognition”
Major Professor: Rohit Kate

Colleen K Lindell
Major Professors: Derek Nazareth and Hemant Jain

Aurash A Mohaimani
“GEORAC: An RNA-seq Atlas Constructor for the Gene Expression Omnibus”
Major Professors: Timothy Patrick and Rebecca Klaper

Usha Neupane
“Study of Pathological Conditions of Liver Using Ultrasound Images”
Major Professor: Devendra Misra

CHEMISTRY

Heather Loren Adams
“Tribological Study of the System of Methyl Thiolate on Copper Foil by Mass Spectrometry, Auger Spectroscopy, and Friction Measurements”
Major Professor: Wilfred Tysoe

Shamsul Arefin Ahmed
“Short Synthesis and Biological Evaluation of 5-Chloro-7-benzoyl 2,3-dihydrobenzo[b]furan-3-carboxylic acid (BRL-37959) and its Analogs”
Major Professor: M. Mahmun Hossain

Margaret Laurel Guthrie
“Development of Preclinical Assays Based on Tandem Mass Spectrometry for GABAA Receptor Modulators”
Major Professor: Alexander Arnold

Lanlan Han
“Structure-Function Relationships in Bacterial Regulatory Proteins and an Enzyme Involved in Antibiotic Biosynthesis”
Major Professor: Nicholas Silvaggi

*Jennifer M Mccarthy
“Probing the Interaction of Nitric Oxide with Cytochrome C554 from Nitrosomonas europaea”
Major Professor: Arsenio Pacheco

*Sandra Maria Simon
“A Theoretical Analysis on the Zintl-Klemm Concept and its Extensions”
Major Professor: Dennis Bennett

*Theodore Douglas Thuening
“Investigation of Catalytic Coupling and Oxidation Reactions on Gold, Palladium, and Gold-Palladium Alloy Surfaces”
Major Professor: Wilfred Tysoe

*Veera Venkata Naga Phani Babu Tiruveedhula
Major Professor: James Cook

Jaclyn Michelle Trate
“Integrating Scale-Themed Instruction Across the General Chemistry Curriculum”
Major Professor: Kristen Murphy

COMMUNICATION

Seokhoon Ahn
“What is a Good Acculturation Strategy?: Immigrant-Centered Approach to Acculturation with the Theory of Planned Behavior as Theoretical Framework”
Major Professor: Tae-Seop Lim
*Benjamin Michael Alex Baker
“Exploring the Discourses of Marriage, Family, and Fatherhood in Married Gay Fathers’ Relational Talk”
Major Professor: Erin Sahlstein Parcell

*Richard Allen Draeger, Jr.
“Non-Native Foreign Language Instructors’ Teaching Expectations Concerning Intercultural Communication Competence: Communicative Practices in the Classroom.”
Major Professor: Mike Allen

Hilary Ann Rasmussen
“Amplifying GLBTQIA+ Presence Through Queer Legal Worldmaking: The Role of Affect in Renegotiating Value Hierarchies in Political Argument”
Major Professor: Leslie Harris

*Jessica Samens
“How Individuals Disclose Health Information”
Major Professor: Mike Allen

*Arrington Lee Stoll
“Bidding on a “biddie”: Social Exchange and Online Dating”
Major Professor: Mike Allen

**ECONOMICS**

Seyed Hesam Ghodsi
“Nonlinear ARDL Approach and the Housing Market in the U.S.”
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

*Anni Huang
“Essays on International Credit Market and Monetary Policy”
Major Professor: N. Kundan Kishor

*Mehrnoush Motamedi
“Three Essays on the Economics of the Family”
Major Professor: Scott Adams

*Linh Pham
“Utilizing Man-Made and Natural Resources for Economic Development: What are the Mechanisms and Why?”
Major Professor: Itziar Lazkano

*Abdihafit Hassan Shaeye
“Essays on Human Capital and Wages of Refugees and Other Immigrants in the U.S.”
Major Professor: Scott Drewianka

**EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY**

*Alexander Gomory
“The Impact of Priming Power on Sexual Harassment Proclivity in Male Correctional Officers”
Major Professor: Stephen Wester

*Charisse A Kroner
“The Impact of Teacher Accountability Measures on Teacher Self-Efficacy Beliefs”
Major Professor: Jacqueline Nguyen

*Ernesto Noam Lira De La Rosa
“Examining the Intersections of Gay Male Identity, Ethnic Identity, and Spirituality and their Relationship with Psychological Distress and Internalized Heterosexism”
Major Professor: Shannon Chavez-Korell

*Hotaka Maeda
“Robust Latent Ability Estimation Based on Item Response Information and Model Fit”
Major Professor: Bo Zhang

Rachel Lynn Reinders
“Assessing the Relationships Between Multicultural Training, Cultural Identity and Counseling Competence Among Master’s Level Counseling Students”
Major Professor: Shannon Chavez-Korell

Logan Andrew Rome
“Evaluating Item Selection Methods for Adaptive Tests with Complex Content Constraints”
Major Professor: Bo Zhang

*Mercedes Christina Santana
“Validation of A Self-Care Behavior Scale”
Major Professor: Nadya Fouad

*Susan L Stanley
“Increasing Argumentation Skills in Children Through Advertising Literacy Education”
Major Professor: Christopher Lawson
continued

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

*Anya Woronzoff Verriden
“Perceptions of Belongingness in STEM Subjects and Career Development for Middle School African American Girls”
Major Professor: Thomas Baskin

ENGINEERING

Ali Saeed Alarjani
“An Introduction of Similarity Coefficient-Based Clustering Algorithms to Global Petrochemical Facility Location”
Major Professor: Nidal Abu-Zahra

Farid Atry
“Hemodynamic Response of Cortical Tissue to Optogenetic Stimulation in Transgenic Mice”
Major Professor: Ramin Pashaie

Abedalsalam Ahmed Sulieman Bani Ahmed
“Model-Predictive Autonomous Control Concept and Architecture for Smart Microgrids”
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

Anju Bhatt
“Application of Nested Queue in Healthcare”
Major Professor: Jaejin Jang

Sajjad Farahani
“Optimal Decision Making for Reverse Logistics Networks with Time Value of Products and Quality Variation”
Major Professor: Wilkistar Otieno

Alex B Francis
“Towards Better Understanding of Failure Modes in Lithium-Ion Batteries: Design for Safety”
Major Professor: Ilya Avdeev

*Mehdi Gilaki
“Design for Safety: Characterization of Structural Impact on Lithium-ion Batteries”
Major Professor: Ilya Avdeev

*Yingying Gu
“Bayesian Methods and Applications to Unstructured Data”
Major Professor: Jun Zhang

*Seyyed Ali Hassani Gangaraj
“Quantum and Classical Optics of Plasmonic Systems: 3D/2D Materials and Photonic Topological Insulators”
Major Professor: George Hanson

Tahereh Alsadat Hosseini
“A Topological Dirac Semimetal with Nontrivial Thermoelectric Properties: Crystalline Cd3As2”
Major Professor: Nikolai Kouklin

Jingwan Huo
“Novel Nanostructured Materials for Photocatalysts in Water Treatment and Advanced Rechargeable Batteries”
Major Professor: Yingchun Yuan

*Fatemehsadat Jamalidinan
“3D Reconstruction of Proteins and Viruses from Angular Correlations of the Scattered Intensities”
Major Professor: George Hanson

*Parisa Khoshnoud
“PVC Foam/Fly Ash Composites: Evaluation of Mechanical, Thermal, Interfacial, Viscoelastic, and Microstructural Properties”
Major Professor: Nidal Abu-Zahra

Suha Mubarak Lasassmeh
“Fiber Optical Current Sensor Design and Modeling”
Major Professor: Chiu Tai Law

Tonghui Li
“Demand Side Management for Building Energy Efficiency through Hybrid Daylighting System and Battery Energy Storage System”
Major Professor: Chris Yingchun Yuan

Emad Omrani
“Effects of Graphene on Tribological Behavior of Materials as a Reinforcement and an Oil Additive”
Major Professor: Pradeep Rohatgi

Mohammad Rashidi
“Modeling and Design of Multi-Port Solid State Transformer for Microgrid and AC/DC Distribution Application”
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri
Ahmed Saleh Shatnawi  
“Enhanced Version Control for Unconventional Applications”  
Major Professor: Ethan Munson

Yingmeng Xiang  
Major Professor: Lingfeng Wang

*Junling Xie  
Major Professor: Chris Yingchun Yuan

Guihua Zhou  
“Real-Time, Selective Detection of Heavy Metal Ions in Water Using 2D Nanomaterials-Based Field-Effect Transistor Devices”  
Major Professor: Junhong Chen

ENGLISH  

Michael E Beebe  
“Irish Biopolitics: Modern Literature, the Body and the Postcolonial State”  
Major Professor: Andrew Kincaid

Ann-Marie Laura Blanchard  
“DUST”  
Major Professor: Liam Callanan

Peter Joseph Brooks  
“Content and Context: Objective Formation in FYC Activity Systems”  
Major Professor: David Clark

Ashley Sue Evans  
“Expanding Composition Pedagogies: A New Rhetoric from Social Media”  
Major Professor: Anne Wysocki

*Leslie A Singel  
“The Rise of the “International Mongrel”: Resistance and Possibility in Contemporary Post-Immigrant Literature”  
Major Professor: Gregory Jay

Christopher Mcallister Williams  
“The Wrong Sky”  
Major Professor: Maurice Kilwein-Guevara

Tobias L Wray  
“False Spring”  
Major Professor: Rebecca Dunham

GEOGRAPHY  

*Hong Zhuo  
“Synthesizing Population for Travel Activity Analysis”  
Major Professor: Zengwang Xu

HEALTH SCIENCES  

Maryam Zolnoori  
“Utilizing Social Media to Test Hypotheses Concerning Patients’ Attitude Towards Psychiatric Medications: A Text Mining Approach”  
Major Professor: Timothy Patrick

HISTORY  

*Michael A Guzik  
“Lux Occidentale: The Eastern Mission of the Pontifical Commission for Russia, Origins to 1933”  
Major Professor: Neal Pease

*Joseph Boyle Walzer  
“Making an Old-World Milwaukee: German Heritage, Nostalgia, and the Reshaping of the Twentieth Century City”  
Major Professor: Rachel Buff

INFORMATION STUDIES  

Inkyung Choi  
“Cross-Cultural Adaptation of Classification: The Case of the Korean Decimal Classification”  
Major Professor: Hur-Li Lee

*Hye Jung Han  
“Understanding Children’s Help Seeking Behavior: Effects of Domain Knowledge”  
Major Professor: Iris Xie

*Jennifer A Stevenson  
“Social Network Analysis on Wisconsin Archival Facebook Community”  
Major Professor: Jin Zhang
**LINGUISTICS**

Bader Yousef Alharbi  
“The Syntax of Copular Clauses in Arabic”  
Major Professor: Hamid Ouali

Maria Teresa Bonfatti Sabbioni  
“Heritage Italian as Independent System”  
Major Professor: Sandra Pucci

**MANAGEMENT SCIENCE**

*Md Al-Emran  
“Investigating the Roles of Customer Satisfaction and Corporate Donation in the Digital Marketing Environment”  
Major Professor: Sanjoy Ghose

*Osman Tuncay Aydas  
“Strategic Nurse Allocation Policies under Dynamic Patient Demand”  
Major Professor: Anthony D Ross

*Longzhu Dong  
“Sea Turtles’ Home Coming: Chinese Returnees’ Returning Experiences”  
Major Professors: Hong Ren and Margaret Shaffer

Manpreet Kaur  
“Three Essays on Positive Contextual Variables of Diversity-Performance Relationship”  
Major Professor: Hong Ren

*Kamlesh Tiwari  
“An Investigation of Online Navigation Patterns of Consumers Across Cultures”  
Major Professor: Sanjoy Ghose

*Xiaoqiong Wang  
“Three Essays on Financial Intermediary and Insider Trading”  
Major Professors: Donghyun Kim and Qinghai Wang

**MATHEMATICS**

*Andrew Michael Bolanowski  
“Nonlocal Electrostatics in Spherical Geometries”  
Major Professor: Lijing Sun

Andrew James Gould  
“God’s Number in the Simultaneously-Possible Turn Metric”  
Major Professor: Hans Volkmer

*Matthew R Haulmark  
“Splittings of Relatively Hyperbolic Groups and Classifications of 1-dimensional Boundaries”  
Major Professor: Geoffrey Hruska

*Olaniyi Samuel Iyiola  
“Exponential Integrator Methods for Nonlinear Fractional Reaction-Diffusion Models”  
Major Professor: Bruce Wade

*Daniel Owen Yee  
“Extensions of Enveloping Algebras via Anti-Cocommutative Elements”  
Major Professor: Allen Bell

**NURSING**

Sarah Black Beman  
“Evaluation of Student Competence in Simulation Following a Prebriefing Activity: A Pilot Study”  
Major Professor: Kim Litwack

Patricia J Ealy  
“Feasibility of a Social Emotional Parenting Curriculum Applied in an Early Head Start Home Visitation Program with Mexican Immigrant Families”  
Major Professor: Rachel Schiffman

Karen Schnackel Gralton  
“Exploring Resiliency and Family Functioning for Families of Premature Infants”  
Major Professor: Rachel Schiffman

*Barbara E Hekel  
“Influence of Expectations of Aging on Older Womens’ Use of Dietary Supplements Using the Health Promotion Theory”  
Major Professor: Christine Kovach

Christine Laurent  
“Whispers2Mom: An Adolescent Prenatal Text Messaging Intervention”  
Major Professor: Jennifer Doering
Natalie Susan McAndrew
“Relationships Among Climate of Care, Nursing Family Care and Family Well-being in Intensive Care Units”
Major Professor: Rachel Schiffman

Tammy Neiman
“Using Critical and Transformative Theory to Describe Palliative Care in the Acute Care Setting”
Major Professor: Lucy Mkandawire-Valhmu

*Murad Hekmat Taani
“Cognitive and Psychosocial Factors Associated with Sarcopenia in Older Adults”
Major Professor: Christine Kovach

PHYSICS

*Ebrahim Nima Aboualizadeh
“FTIR Widefield Imaging of Diabetic Retinal Tissue: Towards Diabetes Pathogenesis”
Major Professor: Carol Hirschmugl

*Prakash Nepal
“Difference Structures from Time-Resolved SAXS / WAXS”
Major Professor: Dilano Saldin

*Joseph J Simon
“Modeling Gravitational-Wave Sources for Pulsar Timing Arrays”
Major Professor: Xavier Siemens

Eric Daniel Van Oeveren
“Gravitational Self-Force and Neutron Star Tidal Deformability”
Major Professor: Alan Wiseman

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Michael E Bednarczuk
“A Horizontal and Vertical Analysis of Public Service Motivation”
Major Professor: Thomas Holbrook

*Jennifer L Clemens
“Power, Responsibility, and Sexually Violent War Tactics: A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis of Rape During Civil War”
Major Professor: Shale Horowitz

*Shawn Fettig
“Preferred Institutions: Public Views on Policy”
Major Professor: Sara Benesh

PSYCHOLOGY

*Natalie Gail Brei
“Effects of Online Response Inhibition Training in Children with Williams Syndrome: A Pilot Study”
Major Professor: Bonita Klein-Tasman

*Christina Lynn Casnar
“Autism Spectrum Disorder Symptomatology in Children with Neurofibromatosis Type 1”
Major Professor: Bonita Klein-Tasman

*Wei Ju Chen
“Effects of Self-Affirmation on Emotion and Cardiovascular Responses”
Major Professor: Jeffrey Tiger

Shana Anne Franklin
“Exploration of Affective Experiences and Associated Antecedent Contextual Variables in Non-Suicidal Self-Injury”
Major Professor: Shawn Cahill

*Timothy James Geier, Jr.
“Barriers to Disclosure of Sexual Victimization Experiences Among Men”
Major Professor: Shawn Cahill

*Amy R Goetz
“The Impact of Fading Restorative Safety Behaviors on Symptoms of Contamination Fears During a Single Session Exposure Intervention: An Experimental Investigation”
Major Professor: Han Joo Lee

*Gabriela Nagy
“Cultural Correlates of PTSD in Latinos Residing in the United States”
Major Professor: Shawn Cahill
continued

PSYCHOLOGY

*David Sylvan Reis
“Sex Differences in Differential Fear Conditioning During the Acquisition and Consolidation of Learned Safety”
Major Professor: Fred Helmstetter

*Octavio Santos
“Elementary Cognitive Tasks of Executive Functioning: A Concurrent Validity Study”
Major Professor: David Osmon

*Skyler Shollenbarger
“Intrinsic Fronto-Limbic Connectivity and Associated Patterns on Reported Mood Symptoms in Young Adult Cannabis Users”
Major Professor: Krista Lisdahl

*Jennifer Turkel
“Combining Attention Bias Pretraining Exposure Therapy for Individuals with a Fear of Spiders”
Major Professor: Han Joo Lee

Jennifer J Tuscher
“The Role of Hippocampal and Medial Prefrontal Interactions in the Estrogenic Regulation of Memory”
Major Professor: Karyn Frick

Youcai Yang
“How Does Anxiety Affect Cognitive Control? Proactive and Reactive Control Under State Anxiety”
Major Professor: Christine Larson

PUBLIC HEALTH

Lindsay Rae Emer
“Association of Childhood Blood Lead Levels with Firearm Violence Perpetration and Victimization in Milwaukee”
Major Professor: Lance Weinhardt

Ahmad Iqmer Nashriq Bin Mohd Nazan
“Social Engagement and Health: A Structural Equation Modelling Analysis of Downstream Links to Health Outcomes among White-Collar Professionals”
Major Professor: Amy Harley

SOCIOLOGY

*Rachel N Cusatis
“Which Activities Count? Gender and Socioeconomic Difference in the Conceptualization of Physical Activity: The Role of Leisure, Housework, Dependent Care, and Paid Work”
Major Professor: Noelle Chesley

*Matthew T Mccarthy
“Enacting the Semantic Web: Ontological Orderings, Negotiated Standards, and Human-Machine Translations”
Major Professor: Aneesh Aneesh

David J Wolover
“Clashing Ideals of Citizenship: Norms of Inclusion and the Middle East”
Major Professor: Aneesh Aneesh

URBAN EDUCATION

*Venner Joyce Alston
“Female African American Childcare Teachers: Construction of Professional Identity”
Major Professor: Gary Williams

*Cynthia Helen Clough
“What Influences School-Based Occupational Therapists Decision Making? A Qualitative Study”
Major Professor: Rajeswari Swaminathan

Angela NaCole Ellis
“Revelation of Preparation: Retaining Successful Urban Teachers to Teach Diverse Learners”
Major Professor: Hope Longwell-Grice

Jennifer Freiheit
“Understanding Public Health Professional Socialization and Professional Identity Formation Experiences”
Major Professor: Barbara Daley

Ayman Abdelraouf Khatib
“Arab Americans’ Perceptions of Police Post 9/11 in Metropolitan Milwaukee”
Major Professor: Larry Martin
Khuloud Labanieh
“Heritage Language Learners of Arabic in Islamic Schools: Challenges to Attaining Proficiency in the Arabic Language”
Major Professor: Jennifer Mueller

Monique Liston
“Dignity for Boys and Men of Color: An Exploration With Practitioners in The Field of Human Services”
Major Professor: Rajeswari Swaminathan

Hannah Ruth Meineke
“Preparing Pre-Service Teachers to Instruct English Language Learners”
Major Professor: Barbara Bales

*Damien Che Michaud
“From A Distance: A Phenomenological Study of the Lived Experience of Telecommuters Working Remotely in Virtual Teams”
Major Professor: Simone Conceição

Kathleen C O’Regan
“A Phenomenological Examination of Successful Formal Mentoring Relationships in Corporate Settings”
Major Professor: Aaron Schutz

Jennifer Marie Brownson
“Teaching and Learning in the Co-Teaching Model: Analyzing the Cooperating Teacher/Teacher Candidate Co-Planning Dialogues”
Major Professor: Hope Longwell-Grice

**MULTIDISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE-DIRECTED DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY**

**INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY**

James Scott McCallum
“Innovation and Technology in Addressing Skilled Labor Shortages”
Major Professor: Douglas Ihrke

**QUANTITATIVE MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR BIOPHYSICS**

Joel David Paprocki
“Experimental Investigation of Biological Macromolecular Interactions Through Application of FRET Theory”
Major Professor: Valerica Raicu

**DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE**

*Indicates August 2017 Graduate

Rosina Bloomingdale Norton
*Annette Suzanne Goltz
Jessica Marie Hinojosa
*Tamara Love
*Gwen Nadine Pennington
*Steven Rembalski
*Nicole Vetter Truniger

**URBAN STUDIES**

Heather Laurie Duncan
“Relationships and Support: A Qualitative Study of Homeless Families”
Major Professor: Amanda Seligman

*Danielle M Romain
“Examining the Processes of Social Construction on Decision-Making in Domestic Violence Probation Review Hearings”
Major Professor: Tina Freiburger
MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

ARCHITECTURE/URBAN PLANNING
Master of Architecture and Master of Urban Planning
Thomas Joseph Sebastian

HISTORY & LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science
Amy Williams

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science
Mary Margaret Gingerich

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/MUSIC
Master of Library and Information Science and Master of Music
Treshani Perera

MASTER’S DEGREES

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Master of Science
Sophia Ann Baumann
Jay-Sun Bowman
Steven Broadway
Christopher Scott Browning
Sarah Busalacchi
Cynthia C Collins
Patricia J DeLambo
Abbey Louise Denis
Michelle Yvonne Dohlby
Brian David Erdmann
Katrina Anne Feldner
Jason M Franklin
Shirley Anne Garcia-Rakauskas
Lisa Marie Gates
Paul Victor Griffin
Shelby Lynn Gustke
Yamilka Raquel Hernandez
Jonathan Adam Hess
Michelle Marie Hill
Eileen Ann Horn
Justin Michael Jablonske
Beth Marie Jones
Ching Fan Lai
Ericka Christine Litz
Jenny Diane Loveless
James H MacGillis
Edward Miller
Kristopher Miller
Arli Yusuf Mohamed
Brandy Mrizek
Audrey Olscheske
Jaynie Lynn Page
Christopher Joseph Petrie
Blake Probert
Samantha Colleen Schmid
Patrick John Terry
Curtis Bradford Turner
Andie Varsho
Eric Lee Williams
Andrea M Wrench

ANTHROPOLOGY
Master of Science
Elizabeth Albert
Natalie Ann Carpiaux
Sean Ryan Draxler
Catherine Knight Miller
Victoria Catherine Pagel
Erica Frances Rodenbeck
Katherine Elizabeth Trotter

ARCHITECTURE
Master of Architecture
Ryan Michael Cravillion
McKenzie Hengel
Bhavin Kothari
Sean Mroczkowski
Emelia Kate Rudd
Laurelena Valdivia
Indhumathi Venkatachalam
Hanxi Wu
Junshi Zhao

ART EDUCATION
Master of Science
Nicole Marie Wayne
Yuting Ye
ART HISTORY
Master of Arts
Marianna Cecere
Evan Scott McAllister

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Joseph A Skurski
Christopher Edward Storlie
Nicole Christina Mcgee Thunes

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Advaita Chakraborty
Timothy Hannigan
Tina Marie Pugh

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration
Sayali Rajiv Ambike
Kayla Marie Baca
Luke Richard Becker
Grover Lamont Bennett III
Nora Brennan
Michael Bryant
Kaue Cavalcante
Kelsey Eaton
John Roger Egli
Morgan Mackenzie Galusha
Christian Martin Walter Hereth
Eva Lydia Hofer
Michael Thomas Kallin
Shweta Katyal
Bruce A Laabs Jr
Donald Evan Langlois
Zachary Orr
Lindsay Cole Pascarella
Ryan Potter
Jose Alejandro Pulido Cadavid
Daniel Knothe Ritter
Benjamin Rothschild
Daniel Lee Shefchik
Jason Anthony Treml
Steffen Ullmann
Amanda Wichinski

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Executive MBA
Master of Business Administration
Adedoyin K Adeniyi
James Leonard Arney II
Leonel Heraldez Brodhead
Adam William Broske
Alejandra Paola Del Angel Marrufo
Cesar Dorantes
Steven Paul Everett Jr
Clarence Patrick Ford
Robert Lee Garrett
Andrew John Jaap
Mark William Janeczko Jr
Jason Thomas Mandl
Max Marsek
Jason Taylor McCasland
Ryan Patrick McMullin
Joseph John Nikolaus
Derrick Alfred Paquette
Heidi Ann Peters
Jeffrey Michael Reagan
Robert Theodore Schuette
Joshua Joseph Sieber
Darren Tolliver

CHEMISTRY
Master of Science
Mark M Yerukhimovich

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
Master of Science
Jordan Marie Angst
Kelleigh Quinn Best
Meghan Nicole Marie Bundy
Anna McCaulley Burant
Tinaz Yezdi Godiwalla
Natalie Kelly Graceffa
Caitlyn Marie Gunzel
Victoria Ann Hayes
Rachel Ann Keene
Alyssa Paige Kindler
Ruth Ann Lawrence
Joshua Alyn Lee
Karen Alyse Lien
Emily Lyn McGloin
Megan Sue Neperud
Salina Renee Olivo
Ashley Ann Polomis
Stephanie Rasmussen
Rebecca Lynn Sapienza
Katherine Marie Spevak
Caitlin Bliss Stewart
Jeny Sara Thomas
Sarah Lynn Whitehurst

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Master of Science
Michael David Ariotti
Sayan Banerjee
Bohan Fan
Huzeba Padghawala
Luis Fernando Quintero
Alexandre Gustavo Valenca De Azevedo Filho
Yu Wang
Shaodi Xu

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Master of Science
Unnikue T Edwards
John Henry Parlier
Daniel S Polans
Labinot Shabani

CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT & EDUCATION
Master of Science
Kelly Lewis
Ariel E Milton
Zoua Xiong

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
Master of Science
Carrie Jean Berg
Sarah Elizabeth Costa
Stephanie Ann Deering
Angela Rose Dregne
Kari Rosemarie Fellabaum
Michelle Rose Fritz
Jamie Lynn Hicks
continued

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

Jennifer Lynn Konrath
Megan Helene Ludwigson
Amy Katherine Miller
Madeline P Neuwirth
Travis Michael Sarandos
Hallie Newman Schmeling
Olivia Smith
Keri Ann Sutton
Mark Udovich
Jacob Arthur Vanderkin

DANCE
Master of Fine Arts

Chelsey Suzanne Bradley
Erin Lane
Jessica K Levey
Amanda Blair MacDonald
Giselle Louise Mejia
Eric Mullis
Rachel Grant Rugh
Katherine Paige Stanley

ECONOMICS
Master of Arts

Garrett Ryan Wertz

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science

Tyler James Anderson
Erin Theresa Bittmann
Emily Elise Carroll
Madeline Rose Cipriano
Catina Renee Cole
Juliana Cortes
Jason Christopher Crowley
Anne Patricia Desellier
Danielle Aurora Downes
Allyson Marie Schmitz Earleywine
Alexandria Taylor Ellis
Megan Marie Engelhardt
Michelle Lee Fahrnow
Jessica Joan Fink

Kristen Nicole Gaffey
Leon Joseph Gilman
Gizelle Gonzalez
Angela Denise Harris
Denise Marie Harris
Brett William Heaton Juarez
Micah Chase Hoffman
Wei Shan Huang
Lakshmi Karri
Maxwell Banks King
Alexander Frederick Knox
Brandon Scott Kranz
Brittany Medlin
Marissa Kay Meloy
Brittany Ann Miller
Jamie Kathryn Olson
Josephine Therese Reisner
Sonia Rivas
Benjamin Schmidt
Colby Shoemaker
Christy Louise Smith
James Edward Stevens
Jennifer Moore Vice-Reshel
Emily Watson
Eric Walter Wilhelm

ENGINEERING
Master of Science

Hammam Algami
Md AssadUzZaman
Daniel Alexander Bautista
Michael Raymond Beining
Stephanie Leigh Bolin
Shuaiyu Bu
Zijian Cao
Jeremy Chi-Han Chang
Bella Jackson Chembakassery
Ruoyu Chen
Jason Robert Craanen
Israel Jacob De La Rosa
Alex Michael Drake
Amitkumar Devidasrao Ekshinge
Jingduo Fan
Nakul Suhas Gaikwad
Sonu Praneeth Gandam
Jennifer Paola Garantiva Poveda
Michael Lee Hamman
Zichen He
Haotian Hou

Danlei Hu
Huanchao Hu
Parvathi Kadamati
Kavya Shree Kumar
Yih Der Kuo
Hwangjae Lee
Wen-Chieh Lee
Jiaqi Li
Vijaykumar Nareshkumar Maisuria
Rajeshwari Mekhala
Archana Muniraju
Dhrumil Dilipkumar Patel
Dhwan Patel
Mason Todd Pingel
Galen Stewart Quinsey
Mohammad Rizwen Ur Rahman
Justin Saboury
Tomoki Sakamoto
Kenneth Charles Sosinski
Denis Sterjo
Brandon Brian Stiles
Zhongyue Sun
Swachala Veerapaneni
Bibek Wagle
Fenfen Wang
Yu-Wei Wang
Mengfan Yang
Han Yeh
Fang Zhang
Lifan Zhang
Bopeng Zhao

ENGLISH
Master of Arts

Daniel Carver
Chelsea Nicole Dolan
Emily Jones

EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION
Master of Science

Emily Kate Buettemeier
Rachel Anne Csonka
Lisa Marie Fischer
Kristyn Louise Gunke
Cynthia Hammel
D’Shanna Antoinette Hargrove
Rachel Frances Lustig
Najla Abubakr O Nooh
FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science
Donald Gary Boehm
Joshua Delvaux
Brennan Augustus Dow
Antonio Leandro Garcia
Eric J Geisthardt
Jacob Lloyd Jozefowski
Ryan Harris Miller
Dylan Thomas Waldhuetter

GEOSCIENCES
Master of Science
James Anthony Amato
Megan Luna Barlow

HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS
Master of Science
Linda J Jaber
Shweta Singh
Nikitha Yerramreddy

HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
Master of Healthcare Administration
Jay Kumar
Mariya Litvak
Ashley Betty Placke
Christopher Sanders

HISTORY
Master of Arts
Samantha Lee Kailas
Matthew Alexander Moebius
Katherine Jane Simpson
Justin Kane Welch
Jack Comerford Zwiefelhofer

HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS
Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations
Nakesha Javone Banks
Jonathan Robert Evert
Tiffany Jefferson
Jamie Ann Kardelis
John A Linn Jr
Brian Robert Pochinski
Amy Lynn Turner
Dimitri Travis Wilder

INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science
Alfredo Arnaldo Hernandez
Erica Shavon Woods

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Master of Science
Mohiyuddin Ahmed
Mohamed Rafaa Ayadi
Gayatri Babu
Michael Joseph Chianese
Karthik Chillakuru
Jackson Samuel Daniel Sudharson
Varun Devalapur Ravishankar
Reshma Sadasiv Jadhav
Nita Nexhmi Jonuzi
Priyank Mavani
Divya Selvaraj

KINESIOLOGY
Master of Science
Robert John Flees
Jeremy Gorgas
Nathan Robert Tokarek

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION
Master of Arts
Dana Idelbi
Timothy William Lomeli
James Louis Richie IV
Elias Ignacio Sepulveda
Erin Bryn Tennant

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Library and Information Science
Kathryn Adams
Alexander Lynn Anderson
Amy Beth Bahena-Ettner
Samuel V Balistreri-Daum
Paul Henry Ballesteros
Joel Andrew Beverley
Ashlie Renee Biddle
Andrea Britten
Stephanie Brostrom
Stephanie Leigh Burmeister
Melinda Burts
Marie Mavis Cookson
Amber Nicole Dickens
Shannon Joan Dickerson
Vicky Doering
Tanya M Fischer
Demetrio Francois Jr
Shannon Marie Fuhrman
Joni Gjemundson
Alyssa Lee Gromowski
Elaine Gustafson
Emily J Herda
Julianne Heuel
Katherine Louise Houseal
Katherine Noel Jordan
Darcie Leigh Kileen
Catherine E Kirchman
Jade Leigh Lauber
Holly Kristine Leto
Megan Marie Lohrenz
Sarah Michelle Londo
Kim Lynne Martens-Tyo
Melissa A Merlos
continued

Masters Degrees

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Bethany Marie Meyer
Eleanor Rose Mocker
Matthew William Mottl
Alicia Anne Orleskie
Alison Pichowski
Stephanie Ryan
Gretchen C Schulz
Kaitlyn Kay Skonard
Jaclyn Kay Smagala
Bridget Jacqueline Stephens
Melissa Marie Sylla
Sean Steven Szydel
Melanie J Thurber
Karen Lynn Twer
Valerie Dawn Walker
Benjamin Gregory Welden
Vi Alexis Welker
Cecelia Frances Wolter

MANAGEMENT
Master of Science
Thomas Earl Andersen
Quintavia Anderson
Rebecca Marie Bigelow
Sara Kathryn Brown
Nicole Cerda
Trae Clemens
John Michael D’Angelo II
Colin Robert Dettlaff
Alison Eggleston
Paul Russel Ericson
Justine Espisito
Andres Sebastian Esquetini
Katherine Foy
Larissa Jane Frymark
Shayna Lorelle Henke
Cailin Elizabeth Iwen
Jason Robert Kausalik
Rawi Khateeb
Yi-Shan Lai
Giovanni Latorre
Alessandra Lisanti
Erika Evette Manuel
Jeremy Richard Maurer
Christa Therese McConnell
Arianna Christine McCormick

Kimberly Rose Mycon
Jennifer Orsborn
Joseph Thomas Patzman
Jack Kevin Ryan
Nicholas Donald Savaglia
Rushabh Nileshkumar Shah
Lu Shi
Xiaowen Sun
Jordyn Leigh Swan
Roderick Clark Wilson Sr
Zoua Xiong
Ariann Faye Zaremba

MATHEMATICS
Master of Science
Mengxi Lin
Mara Tovah Weiner

MEDIA STUDIES
Master of Arts
Joseph Daniel Barden
Justin Albert Engelbart
Danielle D Stobb
Lindsay Anne Weber

MUSIC
Master of Music
Pengchen Cao
Jiye Kim
Eun Joo Lee
Changoumei Liu
Jone Alan Ruiz Sr
Matthias Alexander Vancutsem
Ying Xiao
Xiyao Zhao

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
Master of Science
Elizabeth Megan Leister Bethke
Bryce Aaron Lord
Roosevelt Richardson
Kathryn Mae Sier
Brooke Nicole Weber

NURSING
Master of Science
Lindsay Ann Drake

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Master of Science
Lindsay Bacik
Rachel Lee Bascom
Rachael Kathryn Bassett
Amy Lynn Bastian
Jillian Paige Bromley
Joshua Thorp Collier
Libby Louise Cronin
Caitlin Gene Dobson
Natalie Alise Froemming
Sarah Elizabeth Gillingham
Mauly Her
Margaret Fay Holland
Taylor Rose Huber
Kasey Marie Kallien
Morgan Lynn Kamholz
Kristi Lenz
Mark Alan Lewinthal
Jacqueline Marie Love
Anna Marilyn Luterbach
Katelyn Rose Maternoski
Ellen Judith McCray
Megan Catherine McDonald
Michelle Lee Milbauer
Gretchen Jeannette Natter
Stephennie Jayne Nedza
Elise Laura Olson
Huong T Pham
Katherine Elizabeth Reichel
Caroline Elizabeth Roberts
Janelle Breanne Skora
Andrew Smith
Mary Rose Steck
Joshua Peter Valentino
Andrew Witmer
Noelle Robilee Ziereis

PERFORMING ARTS
Master of Fine Arts
Jennifer Marie Sydor
PHILOSOPHY
Master of Arts

Sophie Caroline Cote
Zachary Kofi

PHYSICS
Master of Science

Matthew T Coon
Hossein Ghanbari Ghalejoughi
Tyler Joseph Norwood
Lindsey M Whiting

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Master of Arts

Katherine Ann Bennett
Jihye Park

PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science

Jessica Kate Adams
Brittany Bianca Benitez
Amoda T Childs
Madelynn Audrey Lillie
Shane E Pullins

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Master of Public Administration

James Macartain Marsh
Christina Marie Villa

PUBLIC HEALTH
Master of Public Health

Larry B Davis
Vir Upesh Shah
Jessica Lynn Warden
Zachary Gene Zeyen

SOCIAL WORK
Master of Social Work

Megan Rose Ambros
Danielle Nicole Anderson
Amanda Avila
Shawanna Bell

Elizabeth Mary Bersch
Marianne Elizabeth Beyersdorf
Ashley Susan Bintz
Adrianne Lyn Bockhorst
Kelsey Therese Bohnert
Sarah Beth Breach
Natalie Elizabeth Bretl
Megan Beth Brockman
Candace Sophia Cannon
Rose Todryk Casciaro
Kathryn Marie Daggett
Robert Richard Davis
Angela Rose Dedlow
Jebadiah Thomas Ebben
Margaret Elizabeth Edlebeck
Patrice C Flanagan-Morris
Courtney Christine Fleischmann
Samantha Marie Goetz
Sarah Catherine Goman
Kara Guevara
Stuart Halstead
Helen Davidson Hanson
Elizabeth Ashley Harris
Tia Shanee Haslem
Caitlin Elizabeth Herrada
Ashley Nicole Hoeft
Jordan Tyler Hoeft
Marybeth Marie Hordyk
Jacob Michael Hunstiger
Maria Adelina James
Taylor Marie Jandrin
Brienne Ashley Jarrett
Bianca Lee Johnson
Samella Jolly
Samantha Marie Jones
Nilufar Karul
Kendra Jo Kawula
Emilie Ardell Kay
Bailey Mae Kindschy
Michelle Kobriger
Mari Elizabeth Kosmatka
Kelly Kim Kotecki
Kyrie Larcher
Alanna Marie LeClair
Candice Rita LeGros
Jennie Marie Lepien
Alexander Israel Levin
Brett Matthew Lieungh
Samantha R Lins
Meghan Alyssa Lockery

Maria Luna
Samuel Bradley Markwardt
Kerry Kathleen Marley
Alexandra Rose Mattia
Peter McDermott
Elizabeth Anne McNab
Sarah Elizabeth Milling
Geoffrey Michael Minarik
Sarah Lynn Morschauser
Krista Lauren Oelhafen
Tia Joann Oestreich
Amy Noel Paulick
Kailyn Marie Peters
Sarah Lynn Platerz
Sarah Louise Purzycki
Ruthanna Rose Ringel
Ian Hugh Adon Rivera
Tiffany Marie Rochefort
Cassandra Lynne Ronning
Michael Anthony Schachtner
Alexis Jean Schultz
Maria Selig
Kristen Serchen
Laura Ann Stefan
Danyel Syms
Nicholas Paul Szczech
Robert Themmes
Elizabeth Thiel
Kelly Todd
Derek Leon Tyus
Katelyn Mary Vaughn
Anna Marie Verhulst
Emily Veto
Julianne Raine Voights
Sasia Wagner
Melanie Marie Wamboldt
Sara Weaver
Bailey Anne Weber
Olivia Ann Wenzel
Erin Anne Wiley
Katherine Marie Wilson
Derek Lee Wolfgram
Bao Xiong
Maria Xiong
Mara Joy Zavadil
Mike Ziegler
Sarah Quhong Zolandz
Masters Degrees

SOCIOLOGY
Master of Arts

Goncalo Nuno Franco Borges
Cathryn Faith Miller
Jenna Catherine Nitkowski
Kelly Marie Tabbutt

SPANISH
Master of Arts

Daria Bzeniuk

SUSTAINABLE PEACEBUILDING
Master of Sustainable Peacebuilding

Nichali Michael Ciaccio
Jordan Edward Davis
Alice Wray Muehlbauer
Sebastian Mark Paczuski
Sarwat Sharif
Abdul Rahman Shour
Quinn Stout

URBAN PLANNING
Master of Urban Planning

Christopher Henry Hillard

URBAN STUDIES
Master of Science

Nicholas N DeMarsh
Kenneth Craig Hodges
Stephanie Stilwell
**Bachelor's Degrees**

**PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS**
Dean Scott Emmons  
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts

Christopher Erwin Antimo  
Nicole Katelyn Barta  
Emily Lynn Bennett  
Matthew Paul Bertzyk  
Cory O’Brien Borkowski  
Dakotasky Elizabeth Bowen  
Cameron Drake Bradley  
Deshawn Dewayne Brown  
Abby Rose Bruckner  
Savanna Jean Brummel  
Melissa Ann Buetow  
Hallie Margit Burns  
Reno Stone Christoph  
Aaron Amos Cochran  
Mauro Gerardo Colunga  
Anthony Thomas D’Agostino  
Tyler James Danielson  
Michael Angelo DeLeon  
Madalyn Christine Dellenbach  
Conner Dempsey  
Bryan Ed Eaton  
Nicholas Robert Elert  
Catherine Mary Elsbernd  
JulieMae Elizabeth Engelmann  
Vincent Mark Figueroa  
Nathan David Greely  
Donovan Frank Green  
Bethany Caroline Harrison  
Shawna Marie Hays  
Joseph Neil Heinen  
Rielly Nicole Heintz  
Samuel M Herder  
Melissa Lynne Hillmer  
Elizabeth Veronica Hintz  
Shannon Elizabeth Howerton  
Hayley Ishihara  
Linxin Jiang  
Morgan Jones  
Danielle Ashton Jurjevic  
Katlyn Michelle Kelenic  
David Scott Kieckhefer  
Joshua Seung-Uk Kim  
Elias Whitson King  
Mazie Catarina Krahn  
Lindsay Ann Krupski  
Meng Liao  
Megan Elizabeth Linzmeyer  
Xee Lor  
Peter Andre Maillefer  
Chelsea Renee Merrow  
Joseph Thomas Moore  
Duc Minh Nguyen  
Amber Kay Ostopowicz  
Nathaniel Foston Perry  
Erin Elizabeth Poulos  
Jacob Rankin  
Michael John Ratz  
Ashley Marie Rave  
Jens Ellsworth Rhude  
Dana Victoria Robinson  
Lionel Tomas Rocheleau  
Johanna Josephine Rosauer  
Emily Elizabeth Ruehle  
Rebecca Amber Ruhe  
Angela Mary Ryan  
Austin Robert Slayton  
Kathrin Elizabeth Slezak  
Devon Damonte Smith  
Madeline Ruth Smith  
Josie Lynn Steinfort  
Katrina Marie Sustachek  
Benjamin Roberts Talatzko  
Madison Dawne Tebo  
Alex John Thode  
Sadie Erin Tulley  
Countess Olivia Suzanne Valenza  
Anna Kristine Van Nuland  
Madeline Elizabeth Vogt  
John Maxwell Ward  
Danielle Marie Waszak  
Kristian Wilhelm Wiborg  
Meredith Lauren Wiorek  
Marty Meyer Witteborg  
Sean David Worcester  
Jennifer Xiong  
Grace Allan Yeager  
Noah Gray Zak  
Miranda Jean Zielinski  
Shawna Simone Zinke

**SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING**
Dean Robert Greenstreet  
Bachelor of Science

Ariand A Agabekov  
Fares Maher Alotaibi  
Joshua Philip Alsum  
Jelani Asante Andrews  
Michael James Behnke  
Brook Robert Boughton  
Mitchell Frank Branscombe  
Jennifer Lynn Brennecka  
Ever Reniah Clinton  
Matthew William Conner  
Alexis D Dickson  
Madilyn Ann Dubois  
Colin F Dwyer  
Arslan Esenov  
Nicholas Robert Eyrich  
Alexander Thomas Fitch  
Roxanne Lilliana Garcia  
Alexander Peter Gordon  
Brandon Hill  
Jack Joseph Jenkins  
Emily Susan LaLuzerne  
Samuel Tyler McChesney  
Bilal Youssef Nashar  
Bridget Susan Owen  
Shiyan Pu  
Caroline E Schlosser  
Jared Michael Schmitz  
Alexander Kipp Schneider  
Tallyn James Sherman  
Peter Kent Sommerfeld  
Yiming Tang  
Collin Jacob Tanner  
Alexander Daniel Uebelacker  
Lander Yang  
Jiawei Zheng  
Xinrui Zhou

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
SHELDON B. LUBAR SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Dean Kanti Prasad
Bachelor of Business Administration

Emily Abfalter
Hasan Abuasi
Daniel Jacob Ackmann
Eder Aguirre
Rachel Abby Akgulian
Hussain Shaftiq A Al Khulayf
Haitham Al Mousa
Rakan Radi A Alaswad*
Ahmed Abdullah M Albargi
Omar Suhail Aldajan
Khalid Ali Alfaiti
Anas Mousa Mahmoud Alhurani*
Shawn Michael Allen
Youssef Emad Youssry-
Almarakeshy
Fares Shaker A Almutawa
Mohammed Faisal A Alqahtani
Richard Michael Anderson
Lydia Patricia Andresen
Cameron Joseph Applegate*
Rudyard Osmin Arias
Genc Baca*
Storm Marie Baker
Anirudh Sagar Balasubramanian
Taylor Paige Balcerowski
Brent Mitchell Balog
Nathan Barash
Cody Allen Barczynski
Alexander Michael Barenklau
McCormick Conard Behrens
Amanda Bex
Aidan Anton Benkowski
Kamal Bennacer
Matthew Brian Benoit
Michael James Beyer
Eli Christian Bilderback
Romnick Charles Bilderback
Trevor James Binger
Casey R Bizub
Vakia Carsharae Bland
Livia Boerger*
Eric D Boesch
Brock Alan Boeselager
Nicholas Anthony Bosch
Tyler Scotty Boyington
Joshua Alan Britnell
Donovan Edward Brown*
Walando C Brown
Jason J Burant
Anthony Robert Burch*
Anthony James Butler
Alex John Calenberg
Jacob Jon Caval
Alexandra Leigh Chiavetta
Andrew Michael Contrucci
Christopher James Crittenden
Rogelio Emanuel Cuevas
Catherine Ann Delcid
Dwight Ricky Denure
Daniel Kevin DeWitt
Mauriel Dismukes
Yudhishter Singh Dogra
Jonathan Brett Dollar
Dakota Rae Domine
Brooke Elizabeth Duerst*
Matthew Todd Dunham*
Jonathon Robert Dyer
Steven John Dzibinski*
Lauren Elizabeth Eberle*
Nikole Kristine Ebert*
Benjamin Eggert*
Jessica Lea Ehert
Callen Alfred Essig
Haoyu Fang*
Kieran Nicholas Farrell
Matt Kevin Fellenz
Christopher Figgens
Charles Ellis Fletcher
Amanda Fonseca Silva Buriti*
Rosemary Ruth Fox
Samuel Jackson Gage
Steven Robert Gajewski
Jeffrey David Galioto
Alexandra Jo Gamsky
Mengshu Gao
Hannah Katherine Garsombke*
Eram A Ghaffar
Anisa Gijka
Joseph Kenneth Glynn
Nicholas James Gort
Leah Marie Grabowski
Stephanie Susan Grager
Sam Green
Corey Michael Greuel
Malcolm Dillon Griffin
Jonathan Arthur Griswold
Elizabeth Rose Grusecki
John Michael Gruszka*
Michael James Gruszka*
Yanna Gurovich
Amanda Joann Haag
Jonathan Haasl*
Dayton Ryan Hamann*
Mary Hang
Mee Hang*
Courtney Anne Harris
Dakota Lee Hasheider
Khubaib Ahmad Hassan
Lee Her
Christina Marie Hirsch
Brian Jeffrey Hoef
Paul A Hoenec
Ashton Marie Hoxworth*
Daniel James Hustad
Riley Daniel Hutter*
Monique Shantil Ingram
Isabella Lynn Jaegersberg*
Jake Robert Janicek
Michael Robert Jarrell
Symone Elizabeth Johnson*
Thomas George Jonas
Joseph Daniel Jordan
Jake Daniel Jung
Lucas Greg Kamps
Beom Jun Kang*
Sandra Marie Elizabeth Kenly
Ashly R Kercem
Chrystal Ann Kingstad
Taylor Daniel Kirchman
Christopher Steven Kirst
Margaret Louise Kivlin
Bradley Benjamin Kloeppping
Matthew Joseph Koenes
Ron Oscar Koetteritz
Kevin Phillip Kohlstedt
Emily Kohlwey

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Parker Sutherland Kring
Jared Daniel Krueger
Savannah Brooke Kubow*
Julia Laasiri
Puertokae Delano LaGrant
Evon Paul Laird
Laura Ann Laitsch
Robert M Langhoff
Daniel David Larsen
Spencer Cailean Larson
Benjamin Mark Laurion
Bee Lee
Jacob Paul Lefurgey
Aaron John Lehmann
Ke Li*
Yi Li
Evon Robert Liban
Andrew Steven Liebner
Jacob John Littmann
Ywpheng Lo
Chloe Taylor Loden
Monica Guadalupe Lopez
Jie Lu
David Joseph Lukowitz
Adam Robert Mabie*
Imad Ahmed Mahmoud
Joseph Meade Mahoney
Morgan Elizabeth Markowski*
William Prescott Marshall
Elizabeth Ann Matchey
Marcella Ann Mazurek
Kelly Ann McCollins
Kyle Patrick McGraw
Nathen Daniel McMickle
Cole Thomas Meller
Sydney Avon Merritt
Nadia Iqbal Mian
Spencer J Miller
Su Bin Min*
Irina Mirkovic*
Anthony Miron Moniuszko
Selina Muegel
Kyu Lee Nam*
Albahaa Z Naseeb
Megan Ryan Neff*
James Fountain Nelson
Kristin Michelle Nelson
Jared Alan Nimmer
Maxwell Nordwall
Uchenna Amaechi Obidiegwu
Jonathan Patrick Paleka
Dongping Pan
Ju Yun Park*
Harsh Bharatkumar Patel*
Nimai Hitendra Patel*
Veronica Peoples
Alison Grace Perry*
Michael Petrin
Ines Petrov
Bryan Michael Pica
Delaney Kay Pittz
David James Polczynski
Javaughn Porter
Aissa Victoria Porteus
Alyssa Leann Potratz
Matthew Thomas Putzer
Amber Kierra Randle
Alexander James Rapala
Tenzin Rapten*
Walker Christian Raschke
Marc Copaze Reynolds
Eva-Marie Frances Reynolds*
Scott Glenn Riess
Carey Lee Ridgen*
Erica Robertson
Molly Martha Robinette
Kasey Noel Roszak
Spencer Gordon Rudolph
Roxanna Danielle Rutz
Austin Ramon Sabers
Keenan James Sanchez
Alejandra Sandoval
Bryan Jared Schaefer
Kayla Marie Schaffer
Alexander James Scheller*
Matthew James Schmehl
Matthew Gerald Scholz
Michael David Schwahn
Justin Anthony Seflow
Diane Suzanne Seidl
Jacob M. Sellers
Amber Sendejaz*
Samantha Jane Serafin-Yehl
Martin Serna Manriquez
Kelsey Marie Shepard
Steven Robert Shimeta
Amanda Barbara Siehs
Gurcharan Singh*
Henry James Smith*
Victoria Marie Spencer*
Myiesha Stanton
Craig Richard Staszewski
Matthew Gilbert Steffen
John Matthew Steinhafel*
Marie C Stillmank
Katherine Lynn Stoffel
Hannah Rose Strauss
John Sean Streitenberger
Guixuan Sun*
Stephen Andrew Symmonds
Gregory Joseph Szymanski
Chantel I Teague
Saul Tellez
Hui Teng*
Katie Terzynski
Debra Thao
Haley Kathleen Thelen*
Emily Thomack
Jeffrey Nicholas Thurston
Jenna Christine Towers
Payton Christian Trammel
Sydney Alene Treinen
Katie Ann Trushinsky
Luke James Tull
Laura Kathryn Unger
Orianna Valentine*
Riki Cheng Vang
Ana Cecilia Velandia*
Andres James Victoria
Daniel Javier Villanueva
Dragana Vlaski
Timothy Jon Voskuil
John Frederick Walden
Alexander Lukas Walser
James Austin Walsh
Andrew James Ward*
Brendon William Ward
Tyler Wegter
Phil David Wendt
Avery Wescott
Avery Wescott
Aden Paul Williams

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Damien Ross Williams
Diamond Tiandre Williams
Trey MacFarlane Williams
Emily Marie Willms
Nykitia Winfrey
Alexander Wingender*
Molly Margaret Witlal
David Caleb Wolfe*
Will Fredrick Wrobbel*
Chentao Xia*
Yuepheng Xiong
Xuyi Xu*
Joseph Yamat
Bee James Yang
Jiajie Yang
Jessica Lynn Yokosh*
Paige Aleece Zagzebski*
Alyssa Ann Zareczny
Danielle Justine Zarr
Tao Zhang
Zihan Zhang
Zhengchen Zhao
Courtney Marie Zimmerman
Alexander Zannis Zouras

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Dean Alan Shoho
Bachelor of Science

Krystie Layne Anderson*
Margaret Katherine Anderson*
Krystal Antrim-Jones
Sarah Rachelle Aulenbacher
Pecola Natasha Bates
Heather Christine Borth
Mercedes Lynn Brown*
Natalie Therese Burke
Dakota Campbell*
Abigail Mei Ciha
Marcos A. Cruz
Olegario De La Cruz
Kelleigh Schoen Doyle
Jessika Ellen Eiden
Rikke Gerd Eliassen
Jaylyn Nicole Fisher*
Andrea Garcia*
Rachel Elyse Gauthier
Margaret Mitchell Gerrits
Lauren Rose Giannarese
Christopher Grace-Moore
Megan Ann Harrison
Sarah Johnston Hennegan*
Rosheena Jallow
Natalie Katherine Johnson*
Katharina Ann Kunz
Chase Christopher Leonard*
Nicole Marie Lesser
Jenna Claire Makarewicz*
Joanne Marquez*
Nicole Renee Marrari
Jordan Ashley McCarthy
Benjamin George Mikell
Derica Ceria Morehead
Krysta Marie Moy*
Christina Georgia Pappas*
Jessica Pehl*
Djuka Potkonjak*
Schuyler Lamarr Ramsey
Cassandra Irene Reilly
Andrea Gabriella Reyes
Emily Joy Riesterer
Joshua M Ryczek
Erin Beth Sacharski*
Kareem Vonzell Sample
Brianna Lynn Seybold
Andrew Warren Simons
Danielle Elizabeth Slattery
Kathryn Steinhaus*
Cleo Catherine Stenzel
Megan Maire Thommesen
Kinnethia Amye Tolson
Lauren Duong Van Deinse*
Toa Vang
Kristen Ann Veloskey
Darrell Ward
Leon Wells
Artisha Williams
Dorchristaln Chartiqua Willis
Quiana Michelle Words
Baujci Xiong
Donna Xiong
Paajlwgdey Victoria Xiong
Latoya Nicole Young

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING & APPLIED
SCIENCE
Dean Brett Peters
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Moranuoluwa John Adeniyi*
Khalid Omayrah Al Duways
Abdulaziz Adel A Alaql
Adam A Al-Asmar
Matthew William Alberts
Khalid Saud Aldalbahy
Moath Saud Aldalbahy
Husain Ali Alfaraj
Majdi Mohammed Alghamdi
Mukhtar Alhabdan
Ibrahim Shuaib Alhamili
Abdulrahman Mohammad-Alhussan
Abuleelah Ibrahim M- Alkhadhar
Hashim Nader H Alsannaa
Faisal Saleh Alsuulami
Carrie Beth Anderson*
Abdullah Arfaj
Michael Thomas Armstrong
Grace Omoleye Ayodele
Michael Thomas Ballo
Joseph Jonathan Behmke
Brandon Steven Bell
Margaret Ann Berg
Nicholas Brandon Bialk*
Bryan Andrew Bishop
Matthew Riley Bolling
Anna Louise Bostian*
Joseph M Brandt
Tyler Connor Brekenridge
Nicolas Mingorance Brownell*
Matthew Charles Buchanan
Rylie Lynn Buherg*
Colton John Bunn
Paul Weston Burrie*
Kendra Leigh Byrum*
Philip Barrett Canne
Hunter David Clark
Charlotte Louise Colorito*
Spencer Oneil Coulthurst
Zachary Eugene Davis
Max Alexander DeYoung
Luke Diestelkamp

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Michael Christian Donaghy
Michael Keith Dorn-Reed
Maria N Dorshak
Erin Rachel Eggars
Samuel Steven Fassbender*
Shannon Fink
Jonathan Robert Fisher
Jennifer Ruey Fox*
Samuel James Scott Gardner*
Peter William Gesch
Austin Michael Gezella
Andrew Allen Goff
Andrew Noel Goodman*
Jake Grauf
Kara Kimberly Greenwood
Jacob David Gudex*
Tyler Steven Haensgen*
Philip Charles Haglin
Nasser Abdulaziz Hamadah
Ole Joseph Hansen
Laana M Hawi*
Carson Hays-Wendorf
Jerid Theodore Thomas Hennes*
Noah Wesley Hessel*
Corey Neil Hesselman
Kami Hessling
Daniel Thomas Hintze
Nicholas Reuben Hoef
Michael Shlomo Ish-Shalom*
Leif Stevens Jackson
Nathaniel Jameson
Patrick Dennis Jensen*
Merrick Kristian Johansen
Lowell Douglas Johnson
Joseph Anthony Justus
Jared Richard Karis*
Jacob John Karssseboom*
Garrett Louis Keleny*
Jared Rudolph Kiel
Jason Daniel Klein
Stanislav Klimchuk
Kevin Mark Klipstein
Jacob Westley Koch
Philip M Kocol*
Dakota Kris Koffarnus
Katherine Ann Krowsky*
Gabriel Joseph Kuenn*
Adarsh Kurian
Mark Andrew Landsgaard
Mitchell Scott Lange
Anthony James Lapointe
Richard Gordon Latta
James Lee
William Burlingame Lewis
Shiran Luo
Matthew Jerome Makowski
Gustavo Martins Galvani
David R. Marx*
Alexander Randall McWilliams
Nicholas Alexander Medina
Jason Michael Menden*
Jakob David Methfessel
Jarod Andrew Miller
Yash Mishra
Garrett Michael Missiaen*
John Michael Mortimer*
Andrew William Moyle
Daniel Nielson
Graham Seth Novak
Steven Mathew Novak
Edwin Nuahn
Fredrick Robert Ochieng
Jaime Johan Ortiz-Zuasnabar
Deane Joseph Page
Julie Nicole Parker
Paul Perpeol
Nathaniel James Peter
Joseph Bradley Peters
Matthew Phillip
Quinn Gordon Porter
Robert Michael Porter
Craig Austin Potrykus
Colin D Putnam
Anthony A Remsza
Brennan Joseph Reynolds
Emily Rose Roche*
Timothy Edward Rooney*
Ryley Thomas Rosenfeldt
Michael Edward Rozmenoski
Kyle Roy Dean Russell
Kyle David Saam
Andrew James Sarandos*
Kyle Lukas Schahczinski
Trevor Thomas Schermerhorn
Kyle Gene Schmidt
Austin Schmitz
Patrick Seaton
Alexander Joseph Sobczak
Stephanie Maria Stamatiou
Ethan Franklin Steiner
Milan Stojanovic
Daniel Jerome Strohfeldt
Braa Emad Tareq
Zachary James Taylor
Andrew Tyler Thompson*
Raphael Vianne Tonye Nyemek
Shawn Keith Trewyn
Clint DrewsKolb Trofka*
Nicholas Riley Urso
Colin James Patrick Van Eyck*
Alden Joseph Verrett
Cody Michael Vick
Jesus Raymundo Victoria
Mark Vygoder
Justin Patrick Webb
Clayton Avery Weber
Kevin Matthew Weltazin
Quinn Wermuth
David James Wessel
Ryan Christopher Williams
Sam Patrick Wolak
Alexander Fwjchim Yang
Victor Honghay Yang
Kyle Matthew Zemanovic

*Awarded Commencement Honors

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Dean Ron Cisler
Bachelor of Science

Sandy Ziyad Awwad
Jesse Matthew Baker
Courtney Lyn Bedford*
Nicholas Benavides
Adam Thomas Beth
Lisa Jeanette Blair
Shelby Julia Bourdo
Gwendolyn Faith Bowen*
Alyssa Kathryn Branski
Kelly Ann Braun
Dana Lynn Brown
Stephanie Roseann Bruns
Alyssa Aguipo Cabrera
Candace Ann Clark*
Holly Marie Dart
Tawney Lin Dobosz
Christian James Enwright
Lisa Ann Eskau
Kayla Faye Fehrmann*
Leeza Ann Foley
CO隆LEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

Ashley Nichole Fude
Bavana Gaddam
Samantha Gomez
Samantha Maridith Grabowski
Sarah Jessica Griffin
Frances G Hagge
Joshua Patrick Hainzinger
Arwen Galadrielle Harper
Kirsten Helle
Taylor Rae Herman
Michael Paul Hermanny
Kacie Lynn Hermus
Lauren Salerno Hughes
Jaclyn Ann Jensen
Adrian Elinge Kange
Andrew Stephen Koch
Jacob Michael Kozik*
Kali Rose Krivinchuk
Jordyn Casey Kubly
Molly Gwendolyn Launder
Brianna Little
Jordan Christine Ludwig
Danielle Marie Macareno
Kaisa Nicole Mattson
Ryan Denis McCaulley*
Francisco Tomas Melendez
Angela Marie Melotik
Shelby Marie Meyer
Gabriel Daniel Morales
Michael Robert Mueller*
Shanda Paige Murzdek
Jacob Donald Nelson
Chelsey Lynne Omen
Guzman Orozco
Paolina Stella Palmisano
Erin Elizabeth Pederson
Wilson Perez*
Erik Winston Perez-Thai*
Lindsey Dawn Peters
Taylor Marie Peterson
Laura Ann Poenitsch
Skylar Dean Reicks*
Heather Marie Reinhart*
Miranda Alyse Sakschek*
Peter Joseph Schaeve
Kelli Marie Schaller
Austin Connor Schmid
Vanessa Lynn Schneider
Danielle Lynn Squires
Alicia Rose Stollenwerk*
Ngoc Bich Tran*
Ryan Daniel Ufnowski
Eddiza Naomy Valadez
Abraham Israel Sebastian Vargas
Jordan Lee Voit
Zeke Allen Whittier
Katie Marie Wondra
Senny Xiong
Eliza Kaying Yang
Capre Shauvela Yates
Salaaad M Yousef

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES

Dean Tomas A. Lipinski
Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology

Kari Louise Anderson
Assaye Assefa
Samuel Assfaw*
David Jerome Augustiniak
Navita Banger
David Washington Baylor
Eric Bohler*
Larry Brewer
Jeffrey Ryan Bricco
Adam Jeffrey Brown
Derek Benji Burzinski*
Ben Michael Catterall
Jarryd Alfred Christensen
Sarah Quinn Christensen*
Tyler Coady *
Patrick Michael Colletta
Nathan Creasey*
Paige Keonna Cross
Anubahv Das
Scott Davis
Latreda Downey
Betsy Ann Duginski
James Armando Edwards
Elise Emmers
Amanda Marie Fairchild*
Anthony Edward Frank
Emily Geiger
Mohamed K Ghaly
Jodi A Gilliam *
Oscar Ivan Gonzalez
Mindaugas Guja*
Nathan J Gutgesell*
Aaron Drew Hart
Brian Hartling
Joe C Herr
Noour Hinnawi
Jared Hundt*
Aaron Paul Jaskulski
Mariela Jimenez
Jumoka A Johnson*
Manda J Johnson
Rajiv Joshi
Connor William Kugel
Stephen Paul Landon
Nathan H Lao
Karen Ann Ledding
Alexander Meng Lee
Chinou Lee
Jung Seon Lee
Tommy Lee Lloyd
Rose Mackenzie*
Thomas Lee Manschot
Matthew James McCan
Michael John Morgano
Kevin Robert O’Connor*
Suneel Paidisetty
David Petty *
Ashley Raven Phillips
John Mitchell Piccirillo*
Jeffrey D Piquette*
Nathan T Plessinger
Daniel Regalado
John Clifford Rodgers
Jessica Lee Ross*
Alex Schenck
Beth Ann Schmitt
Michael Leigh Senkbeil
Fizza Shirazi
Alexander Slobodsky
John Alexander Stasiewicz
Justin Allen Stricker
Ernesto Ivar Thiel-Hernandez
Matthew David Tolzman
William Nathaniel Trost
Maiv Ntxoos Linda Vang

*Awarded Commencement Honors
John Waechter
Daniel Dale Wahlstrand
Nicholas Wenthr
Franz A Werkmeister
Dominic Xiong
Zachary Edward Zenner

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE
Dean Dave Clark
Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science

David Anthony Adams
Kristin Oluwanike Agunloye
Firaas Zafar Akbar
Usman Akbar
Nicolas Alamo
Brianna Hope Albers
Lydia Louise Albrecht
Amber Linda Rose Allen
Morgan Allen
Nasser Saad Alshaiban
Alexis-Marie Anderson
Mahalakshmi Angisetty
Zachary Ty Angles
Hannah M Anhalt
Emily Marie Antonneau
Jenna Paige Arends
Jennifer Rae Arneson
Matthew Charles Atkinson
Mansour Hassan Baalbaki
Elliott Charles Baas
Stacy Beth Balkowski
Jennifer Lynn Ballbach
Chelsie Camille Barnard
Julia Susanne Bath
Amanda Rose Bauknecht
Allison Marie Bay
John Joseph Beasley
Drew Allan Beatty
Amanda Rae Becerra
Amanda Lynn Becker
Kathleen Becker
Mitchell Jonathan Behnke
Alexandra Jeanne Behr
Ilemayri Benitez
Colin Michael Benton
Sara Ann Benzow
Nicholas Bequaith
Margaret Blaine Berigan
Alicia Marie Bernards
Samantha Ann Berndt
Miguelina P Berroa
Codie James Bettencourt
Joel Michael Blanchard
Ryan Christopher Boggs
Maxwell Bohlmann
Teryn Jean Bordwell
Elyse Megan Borecki
Joshua Robert Boschke
Rebecca Boyles
Alexandra Lynn Brajkovic
Steven M Bramel
Timothy William Brand
Brandon Robert Brandemuehl
Allison Noel Brezinski
Benjamin Alexander Brody
David Wilson Brown
Indaca Thyais Brown
Kendra Brown
Ashley Nicole Brunette
Brooke Irene Buckley
Alexander Lloyd Bukvich
Justin Phillip Bush
Nicole Erin Bushman
Eli James Buss
Meredith Katherine Buyeske
Brittyn Aeshley Culyx
Madeline Camacho
Matthew Reginald Campbell
Jeremy James Carbone
Luks Allen Carlson
Cherise N Carter
Evan Thomas Casey
Katharine Ann Casey
Lourdes Josepha Castro
Amelia Kristine Cazares
Abigail Jean Chmelka
Osama Javaid Choudhry
Quiana Coleman
Jennifer Joyce Connolly
Kyle Joseph Cramer
Chante Nicole Crawford
Chelsea Morgan Crawford
Rebecca Claire Cross
Jovad Dante Cruz
Sarahmae Yumang Cruz
Kendra Joy Dahmer
Kim Dang
Sheneda Daniels
Julio Cesar De La Mora
Michael Lawrence Delaet
Collin Michael DeNamur
Seidl Ann DeWitt
Karen Berenice Diaz Perez
Souriyo Dishak
Elaina B. A Djassemi
Mitchel Dolan
Dilek Miray Dortay
Russell Lloyd Duhr
Margaret Anne Edge
Aaron Matthew Edwards
Brian Scott Eisel
Morgan Nichole Ellsworth
MacKenzi Enright
Jordan Rose Enzenroth
Ellie Morgan Erd
Hayley R Erdmann
Adam David Faraca
Daniel Patrick Fessler
Miela Fetaw
Madeline Rose Fischer
Emily Rachelle Fitzgerald
Paul Andrew Friedricks
Nicoie Joy Furno
Brandi Aisha Gales
Ernesto Galvan
Goldie Gibbs
Simon Richard Gilbert
Laura Beth Gilgenbach
Monica Sherif Gobrial
Dusica Godic
Luis Santiago Gonzalez
Stephen Paul Goratowski
Brandi Alexandria Gordon
Jennifer Ann Gordon
Cyanne Geraldine Gore
Kyle Robert Goryl
Sadie Marie Graveen
Carl Donovan Greer
Azucena Celeste Guizar
Jeremy Steven Gunther
Taylor Mykol Guza
Nakeesha Nicole Haakenson
Tavonna Hadley
Jacob James Haertig

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

Andrew Michael John Hagberg
Erika Kathleen Hahn
Benjamin Hajdarevic
Mariah Snobie Hall
Jeffrey Peter Halonen
Andrew Hansen
Emily Joy Harding
Jimmie Lee Harris
Benjamin David Hartzler*
Samuel Robert Harvey
Christopher Lewis Hege
Jordan Margaret Heilman
Samantha Faith Henke
Sandy Her-Cilley
Kristaleen Janel Hernandez
Tanya Marsha Hernandez
Lindsey Ellen Hill
Nicolle Ashley Hill
Tiffany Lynn Hill
Reed Walker Hinckley-Barnes*
Damon John Hinz
Nicole Susan Hoffmann
Theodore George Holland
Abigail Fae Hollman
Christopher J Hoppe
Zachary James Hudson
Patrick James Hugason
Tony Allen Hugill
William Ellison Humbles
Angela Marie Huntington
Jordan Rae Huth
Zachary Tyler Hying
Denise Rosalene Hylton-Leetz
Aymen Ibrahim Issa
Catherine Jean James
Nicholas Jon Januszko
Amy Elizabeth Jeffers
Clarence Jenkins Jr
Christopher Jenkins
Thomas James Jenson
Amanda Elizabeth Johnson*
Angel Lee Johnson
Bryn Lorraine Johnson
Carol Denise Johnson
Taylor Michael Johnson
Jennifer Ann Johnston*
Daniel C Jones
Derrick Joseph Jones
Theadora Olivia Jorgensen
Michael Charles Kaiser
Mitchel Kalloch
Matthew Nicholas Karambelas
Sapanjit Kaur
Michael Peter Kay
Oliver Zachary Kemp
Christopher Isaac Kendl
Rachelle Beth Ketelhohn*
Michaela Lea Adduci King
Nathan Langbecker Kipfer
Samantha Kiser
Kayla Lynn Kling
Brandon Knudtson
Aaron Kooping
Cassidy Arianne Kraus
Alissa Nicole Krenke
Lisa Ashley Krueger
Kevin Lester Kruijs*
Khrystyna Kudrinskyj
Christopher Adam Kujawa
Nikko Kusamagi
Joseph Raymond Laabs
Elisabeth Migdallia Laboy
Latasha Lacking
Jodi Ann Landowski
Cassandra Doollittle Lanning
Olivia Rose Larsen
William Robert Laudon*
Pakou Lee
Patricia Amanda Faye Lee
Maria Lemesheva
Megan Paula Leonard
Seth Joseph Lerner*
Kiana Jo Liesch
John Arthur Lindhorst
Nicklaus Augusta Diancin Lister*
Angelina Marie Lochner
Alexia Xiomara Lopez
Jordan Christopher Ludyan*
Amanda Lynn Lueck
Joshua Thomas Lueptow
Erica Jane Lutz
Rachel Jane Lynn
Leah Michele Mailloux
Rebecca Ann Maletta
Brandon Ryan Marchan
Lisette Amanda Martinez
Mari-Kathleen Kelly Marzano*
Krystal Leeann Masarik
Elise Kathrine Mc Ardle
Madison Nancy McFadden
Sara McNallie*
Justine M Mech*
Brandon Duane Messmer
Courtney Meyerhofer
Brett Mitchel Miller*
Celeste Antoinette Miller
Courtney Marie Miller*
Kari Ann Miller
Zari Helena Miller
Tania Lee Milosavljevic*
Demetrios Jamal Mitchell
Roderick Khalid Montgomery
Joseph Benjamin Montoya
Megan Rachel Moore
Zoe Anastasia Moraites
Islieth Yaihara Moran
Kendall Marie Morgan
Marc Howard Morgan
Jessica Nicole Mounts
Aysha T Muhammad
Elizabeth Grace Murphy
Si’Errah Anne Simone Murphy
Carly Christine Musbach*
Courtney Marie Nachreiner*
Jonah William Naill
Laura Hazel Newman
Patton Nguyen
John Travis Nichols
Andrew Jacob Nipow
Kisha L Ninham
Jordyn Taylor Noennig
Lara Christine Nordli-Sheridan*
Michael Nunley
Kaila Bryanne Oelhafen
Kevin Onyeka Okonta
Aaron Jacob Olson
Alisha Olson
Vaughn Walker Olson
Madeline Margarete O’Malley
Maren Lee Ordonez
Lindsay Ann Orgas
Aimee Lee Orndorf*
Josephine Marie Ortega

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Leanna Brittany Ostrowski
Samantha Joann Ostrowski
Ashley Marie Pashkewitz
Joseph Randall Pederson
Jane Kathryn Pfeiffer*
Alexander Anh Dung Phan
Jessica Marie Piorier
Hailey Ann Pipia
Evvan George Plank
Brittany Elise Pollari
Maggie Rae Rose Polsean
David Paul Presser
Kelsey Marie Puttkamer
Yazeed Mamoun Qadadha*
Sean Paul Radmer
Joanne Raena Raj
Mary Cassandra Rakowski
Jose Alfredo Ramirez
Mohney Nayyer Rana
Raveena Rani
Erica Jean Rebiger
Nicholas Arthur Reetz*
Karyn Marie Reget*
Davis Lee Renzelmann
Harald James Reynolds
Junaid Riaz
Isabella Cecilia Ricart
Alexander Jon Riggs
Symeon Elisha Robinson
Jennifer Jeanette Rodewald
Carlos Alberto Rodriguez
Emily Marie Rojas
Natalia Nicole Rojas
Hayley Elizabeth Ruch
Taylor Kristin Rummel
Bijan Hassan Salamati
Samantha Bell Sanborn
Obada S Sarsour
Jade Marie Scaffidi
Erin Elizabeth Scammell
Christopher James Schertz
Andrea K Schneider
John Ryan Schneider*
Jamon Christopher Schroeder
Trista Ann Schultz
Zoe Elizabeth Schulz*
Mark Schwerm
Alexander Robert Scrivner
Nelson Sederstrom
Gregory Michael Seidel
Tye Daniel Seideman*
Matthew Joseph Seiler
Katherine Jean Sepulveda
Rachel Marie Serio
Faina Shef
Zachary Nathaniel Shelton
Mawata T Sheriff
Logan Thomas Shihata
Ursula Ophelia Sicking*
Henry Turner Slocum
Brittany Elizabeth Smith*
Keona Latrice Smith
Steven Robert Smykal*
Arika L Spalding
Shmuel Yosef Stein
James Anthony Sternemann*
Ashley Marlene Stewart
Eileen Joy Stillwell*
Joseph Charles Stocks
Elizabeth Marie Strassman
Rachel Mary Stuplich*
Charles Earl Sturgill
Mikayla Noelle Suchomel
Magdaline Edith Suggs
Meagan Elizabeth Sumter
Matthew Roy Svejnoha
Ina Tahiraj
Brian James Tebbitt*
Angela Marie Teresi
Kao Zong Thao
Yangbee Thao
Abigail Marie Thiermann
Tahrell Thomas
James Arnold Thomson*
Kali Nicole Timm*
Emily J Tobias
Shaina Christine Tolefree
Michelle Tania Torrijos
Samantha Paige Treider
Timothy Joseph Trinklein*
Derek Michael Unrau
Joshua Charles Van Schaick
Cindy Yer Yang
James Paul Xeng C P Yang
Amelia Rose Vazquez
Jennifer Venancio*
Kyle Stephan Verhoeven
Emmanuel Villagomez
Benjamin David Voith*
Derek R Voltz
Bryanna Wade-Gardner
Nicole Dior Weathers
Ashley Pearl Weiss
Nicole M Weiss*
Shanna Marie Wendt
Spencer White
Ekaterina Anne Wick
James Raymond Wieland
Jaclyn Marie Wier
Corey Darrell Williams
Janel L Williams
Madison Rose Williams*
Teagan Rachel Williamson
Veronike Ruth Wilson Hicks
Cody Allen Wilterdink
Patrick Witt
Juliana Blaine Wnuk
Allison Marie Wolters
Shelby Jean Woodward
Caitlin Wozniak
Mitchel A Writt
Sarah Paaj Ci Xiong*
Bee Yang
Yiming Yang
Nichole M Youchoff
Katherine Yule
Ameena A Yusuf
Heather Ashley Yute*
Brandon Lee Zaboklicki
David Vincent Zackarias
Gabrielle L Zaleski
Jesse Earl Zellmer

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Dean Kim Litwack

Bachelor of Science

Danielle Marie Whitney Ackerman*
Karla Giovana Albarran Trujillo
Meghann Elizabeth Ameen*
Genna Nicole Armstrong*
Teresa May Arntz
Anila Ashraf
Lydia Adjo Azanleko
Thomas Anthony Balestrieri*
Tetiana Barats*
Briana Jan Bauer
continued

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Audrey Marie Pier Bechette-Gauntt
Alyssa Jean Benzine*
Amy Bernard
Kami Lynn Berry*
Rebecca Faye Blatt
Jennifer Marie Brack*
Shannon Laureen Bronson
Sara Elizabeth Brook*
Amy Lee Brown*
Jolie Cetnarowski
Joanie Zheng-Chun Chan
Eugene Ali Cherry
Lionelle Vanina Chinang
Rebecca Marie Clifford*
Zachary Patrick Connor
Anthony Lewis Conroy
Kayla Jean Cooper
Carissa Cortez
Erica Ingrid Cronick*
Sarah Curran
Saule Dalcher
Brennan Richard Davies
Bradley Keith Davis*
Jamesetta Davis*
Dorcas E Diaz
Bethane Shea Dixon
Cinthia Sieda Dom
Jennifer Rose Eickhorst*
Marisela Crystal Espino
Tiffany Even
Alyxandria Caroline Fabian*
Rachel Elizabeth Fionda*
Cory Fraher
Jessica Beth Fugman
Kimberly Galstad*
Andrea Geiger
Nora Elizabeth Geissler
Erica Leah Giese*
Amy Eileen Gogin
Jacqueline Taylor Gruszka*
Emily Rosa Gutierrez*
Emily Hall-Slappey
Martha Leigh Harlow
Katherine Ann Harvey
Hawbash H Hawramy
Alyssa Paige Helwig*

Amy Jo Henaman
Liset Herrera
Chloe Rae Hess*
Amanda Houle*
Wilhelm Von Huhndorf
Sarah Jean Jenson Atkinson
Sarah Brooke Jurkiewicz
Allison Louise Kemnitzer
Kayla Marie Kenney
Jaimie Mae Kirsching*
Kelly Marissa Kline
Amanda Ann Klinker
Whitney Koepnick
Jennifer Lynn Krafcheck
Emma Kreitzmann*
Alissa Lynn Kuester
Robert Labrasca
Amy Leach*
Cassandra Lynn Lee
Steven Li
Madison Mariah Lindauer*
Tara Elizabeth Lock
Teresa K Lor
Elzbieta W Lulewicz
Sarah Elizabeth Lund*
Scott Robert Malmberg*
Carin M Marcott
Holly Margaret Mayek*
Jennifer Ann McGraw*
Molly Elizabeth McLoone*
Candi Lynn Meskill
Alexandra Meyer
Lauren Elizabeth Meyer*
Amy Louise Miller
Fa'is I Mohamed
Noelia Montalvo*
Alexa Louise Morgan*
Nicole Mouradian
Tiffini Mueller
Kylee Ann Nagel
Stephanie Kay Nanstad*
Cherie Lynn Neitzer
Desiree Nelson
Sarita Evette Nieves
Melissa Clayre Oudhuis*
Heidi Kristen Pennell
Kathryn M Perkins
Allison Marie Pichler*
Nathan Robert Poeppel
Mary Elise Pollack
Kayla Jo Putzer
Maryery Arleen Quintero
Sydney Kate Rein*
Maria Romero
Amber Marie Ruiz
Katie Emma Schroeder*
Ryan Edward Schwister
Matthew Sebuliba
Carly P Shannon*
Whitney Marie Shierk
Lindsey Grace Shuler*
Dave Glenn Smiley
Erionna Vachel Smith
Re'nesa Smith
Jenna Sobczak*
Courtney Marie Spellner
Samantha Lee Staskiewicz*
Connor D Stone*
Min Kyoung Sung*
Jarrai Suso
Linda S Thayer
Stacey M Thering
Crystal Thounlasen
Andrew Thomas Timler
Breanna Marie Tollefson
Melissa Jasmine Valencia
Brittany Lynn Vana*
Alexandra Jean Vander Grinten*
Kazoua Vang*
Morgan Alexandra Verkuilen*
Emily Voie
Ashley April Vossekui
Sarah Elizabeth Wagner
Carley Elizabeth Wahl*
Elizabeth Ann Wall
Laurna Jean Ward
Blair Christopher Watson
Clara Mae Weltrowski*
Ashley Deanne White
Laura Kristine Wolfgang*
Jasmine Marie Woodley
Jennifer J Workman
Eric Tubuav Yang
Pakou C. Yang*
Megan Pamela Young
Samantha Trude Young
Kristin Jeannette Zablocki*
Brett Joseph Zemplinski*
HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Bachelor of Science

La'Shae Allysia Allen
Sarah Faisal Al-Meer
Moses Andres Alvarez
Riley David Ancil
Aubrey Rose Anderson
Amanda Jay Asbel
Charles Lynn Bacon
Simran Bagha
Adam Robert Bjerke
Bianca Olivia Bono*
Holly Ann Borowski
Mone’t Brazeau
Colin Joseph Briggs
Porsha Kanisha Brown*
Rachel Therese Brown
Antonio Jose Burgos
Anthony N Burrows
Brittany Jean Cardinal
Veu Mai Cha
Moira Francis Collins
Kendrick Ellis Conklin
Andre Crivello
Samantha Jo Damijan
Lydia Davis
Hailey Marie Draper
Johnathon Carl Eckert
Kari Egan
Laura Elizabeth Falch
Jenna Lee Folz
Allan Scott Gilman
Kamry Aaliyah Gipson
Shawneice Crystal Griffin*
Brandon Alex Griggs*
Dominic Gutierrez
Nathan Joseph Hammell
Gabrielle Hernandez
Abigale Johnsen
Elizabeth Na Khang
Cecilia Catherine Kilmer
Kaitlin Marie King*
Karisa Klumpp
Lauren Alissa Kotowski*
Nicole Lynn Kowalski*
Bart Kuszel

Christopher James Labeots
Gavin J Lancello
Isaura P Leon Guerrero
Javier Lepe
Hannah Christine Lepper
Kelly Renee Levenhagen
AmyBeth Mahoney
Nathan Riley McCarthy
Susan Michelson*
Jacob Russell Mielke
Harrison Charles Miller*
Walter Moore
Zachary Timothy Mueller
Ashley Marie Nazario
Adam James Nelson
Riley Young O’Conor
Michael Metha Onela
Haley April Passey
Andrea Patnode Fonseca
Carlos Perez
Taylor Leigh Peterson
Jennifer M Piotrowski
Taylor Andrea Reed
Danielle Grace Riemer
Syreeta Robinson
Jordan Christopher Rowen
English A Ruffin
Carissa Lynn Salazar
Christopher Franz Schaller
Jeremiah Joseph Scheithe
Brock William Schuelke
Serena Lynn Smith
Charlesa Marshay Stewart
Samantha Lynn Sund
Alexandra Elizabeth Sweet
Brittney Ann Szukalski*
Alyssa N Torrez*
Melissa Joy Vazquez
Linsey Marie Weaver
Chueshie Xiong

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
Nicole Beier        Elizabeth Muslin        Joseph Steinbring
Colin Daly          Robert Peck            Amanda Thompson
Gabriela Dorantes   Christopher Peters    Joely Urdan
William Gaulke      Heath Powell           Linda Walker
Jen Georgeff        Matthew Preston       Gwyn Wallander
John Goodman        Jean Salzer            Betty Warras
Travis Jones        Jim Schmidt            Adam Zembrosky
Dusko Josifovski    Kim Silbersack        Seth Zlotocha, lead marshal
Catherine Loomis    Laura Stark

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Liz Wick            Angie Zenisek

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF
Bjorn Case          Griffin Schroeder      Steve Wilke
Jonah Molzahn       Fernando Valdivia     
Mike Proell         Benjy Warbelton       

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT
A team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT
Kristin M. Van Housen Senior Administrative Program Specialist, Secretary of the University’s Office

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF
Helaine Hickson, University Relations & Communications

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS
Carolyn Arnold      Tammy Howard         Christine Roberson

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Cynthia Fitzsimmons Amy Tate

PHOTOGRAPHS
GradImages® was the official photographer at today’s ceremony. Your photos are now available to view and order by visiting www.gradimages.com

If you need additional help to locate your photos, contact customer service at 800-261-2576 or email at giservice@gradimages.net

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view today’s ceremony online at: www4.uwm.edu/secu/com_cer/com_archives.cfm

SOCIAL MEDIA
UWM wants you to share your commencement day. Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on social media. Tweet us your commencement moments in real time by using the hashtag #uwmgrad. Share your commencement photos on our timeline facebook.com/uwmilwaukee. View all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.